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ZDF’s The Killing.

praising things nature is willing to do if we’ll let it, and how nature can work with us if we want to.
The Killing: (20x1 hr.) This hard-hitting Danish police series follows an inspector searching for a ruthless killer in all levels of society.
Our Farm in Ireland: (2x90 min.) German widower Dr. Winter falls in love with the pretty sheep farmer Erin while visiting his in-laws in Ireland.
The Miracle of Berlin: (1x105 min.) Set in East Berlin before the fall of the wall, this is an intense account of a ravaged family whose loyalties and beliefs are shaken to the core.
The Prototype: (1x90 min.) Insurance-claims investigator Marlies is convinced that the driver of a new prototype auto caused an accident in which a young mother died.
Ship of No Return—The Final Voyage of the ‘Gustloff’: (2x90 min.) The fact-based event two-parter grippingly portrays the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff, which claimed over 9,000 victims in the final months of WWII.
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